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Let m(l)=min{n,:l=Cf=,l/n,,n,<nz< . ..<n.}, where the minimum 
ranges over all sets {n,} of positive integers. Then there exists an increasing 
sequence of integers {I,} such that m(l,)/lk Q (log log lk)3 which improves Erdiis 
and Graham’s result m(l,)/lk Q (log lk)‘. ‘01 1991 Academic PKW h. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We call the “unit fraction expansion” of 1 an equality of the type 
(1) 
where nj are positive integers with 0 < n, <n, < .. . < nl. One natural ques- 
tion which arises here is the size of the smallest possible value of n,, called 
m(f), in the equality (1). Erdiis and Graham [3] asked whether 
m(l)/l= O(1). The best result known is m(Z,)/l,< (log lk)’ for some 
increasing sequence of integers { Ek} given by ErdBs and Graham. To study 
m(Z) we consider the following unit fraction expansion of 1. Let N be an 
integer so that, for all s with 0 <s < N, s is a sum of distinct divisors of N. 
We expand 1 as 
where R is a set of integers r so that N + r is a sum of distinct divisors of 
N, and (N + r) d are distinct for all divisors d of N. Now by the choice of 
N, N- 1 R ) is a sum of distinct divisors of N, where 1 R 1 denotes the 
cardinality of the set R. Thus 
(2) 
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where O<n, <n2< ... <n,. Now define 
mhi(l) = min n,, 
12) 
where the minimum ranges over all expansions of (2). Then m(l) < rn,,,( I ). 
In this article, we study m,(l) and derive the following. 
THEOREM. There exist increasing sequences of integers { Ik } and { Nk ) 
such that 1 has a unit fraction expansion (2) with m,,(f,)/Z, < (log,Zk)3. 
Here and in the sequel, we let log, denote the jth fold iterated logarithm. 
We also let the letter p with or without subscript denote exclusively a prime 
number. The jth prime is written as P,~. S := fsi:j> 1> is the increasing 
sequence of all positive integers of the form p”, i > 0. 
As a candidate for the sequence { Nk }, we consider ni si nip,, where 
p, is the smallest prime greater than So, and pk satisfies s,/2 < & < 2s,. 
This product 
(see Cglf. 
LEMMA 1. 
the range 
has -been considered, and the following lemma is known 
There exists a constant t,, such that, for all t > to and all r in 
( 1 
l+--- 2 ;Is,iT~.~<r 
1 hz2Pk & * u 
1 2 < ( 2+--- 1 
lW,Pk JSI 
fIsifiPj3 
1 U 
there are distinct integers di with the property that r = C di, where 
4 I n: si ni pi and di 2 fl: si nf: Pj/‘9Pk(lOg Pk )’ (1% Pk J3. 
There is a natural question which arises here, i.e., if r is chosen so that 
GIN < r < (1 + a) N, then how big can di be kept when r is expressed as a 
sum of distinct divisors di of N? To see this we investigate the following. 
2. EXTREMAL PROBLEM 
Let 1 = d, < d2 < . . . < drtN, = N be the divisors of N. Define 
SD(N,r,n)=max 
i 
d;:r= i d:,d;<d;< ... <dn,diIN , 
i=l 
where the maximum is taken over all sets of n divisors {d; , d;, . . . . d:, j of N 
such that r = C;= i d:. Define 
SD(N,r)=max(SD(N,r,n): l<n<z(N)}, 
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and 
Then we have the following 
THEOREM 2.1. For all N large that log,, N 2 1, 
SD(N) d 
Wx, + IN)* I-I”, )0&N 
log N log, N ’ 
Proof Suppose that c1 is found so that SD(N) = min{SD(N, r) : EN< 
r<(l+ol)N}. Then for all r with crN<r<(l+ol)N, we have for some n 
such that 
i=l 
where d; 2 SD(N). Thus there are z(N; SD(N), N) divisors of N which can 
be used to express all r in the interval (clN, (1 + a) N). Here 
z(N; SD(N), N)= c 1. 
dlN 
SD(N)<dC N 
Thus there are at most N/SD(N) divisors of N which can be used to 
express all r in the interval (MN, (1 + c() N). From N/SD(N) divisors of N 
ranging from SD(N) to N, the number of distinct subset sums we can 
obtain is at most 1 {Cafe” diq : ci = 0 or 1 } 1. But 
where S(n) = 1 {Cl= 1 EJi : Q = 0 or 1 } 1 for all positive integers n. Thus 
there are at most S(N/SD(N)) distinct subset sums, and S(N/SD(N)) must 
be greater than N - 1. Since by Theorem 3 in [ 11, for all n large enough 
that log,, n > 1, we have 
S(n) < exp 
( 
n log,n n: log, n 
log n 1 . 
Thus 
WWN) 2 
log N log, N 
(log 
k + I NJ* I-IF= 4 logj N’ 
This completes a proof of Theorem 2.1. 
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Next we obtain the lower bound of SD(N) as a corollary of the following 
THEOREM 2.2. There exists a constant t, such that, for all t > t, and all 
r in the range 
l+ --2 
1 
lo& Pk ,/;1 > 1 u 
2+&-$)QsifiPf. 
u 
there are distinct integers d, with the property that r =C di, where 
diIlTIisiHLPj andh>IJi s~~~Pj/PklogPk(log~Pk)5. 
By letting Nk = n: sin: p,, we see that Theorem 2.2 yields the following 
COROLLARY. There exists a sequence of positive integers (Nk} such that 
SD(Nk) > Nk 
1% N/t 1% N,(l%, N/t I”’ 
Comparing this and Theorem 2.1, we obtain 
Nk Nk 
log Nk(lOg,Nk)’ +’ 
< SD(N,) < 
log N,(lOg, Nk)‘-’ 
for E > 0. 
To prove Theorem 2.2 we need a few lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. For large k and ail N in the range nf:; pi < N < n;=, p,, we 
have 
This is Lemma 2 of [2] and Lemma 4 of [ 11. 
LEMMA 3. For large k and all N in the range nf:i si d N < nf= L s,, we 
have 
This is Lemma 3 of [6]. 
LEMMA 4. Zf 1 <a < nj=, si then a can be written as a sum of distinct 
divisors of I-Ii= 1 si. 
This is Lemma 1 of [6]. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.2. Foru6jdk,letD~={d:16d610gp,(10g,p~)3, 
dl ni si}. Let sy be the smallest element in S such that sq > (log, P~)~. Then 
s, is less than or equal to 2(log,p,)2. Thus s,d is less than s, for t large 
since s, is greater than A/2. Now define for j = u, u + 1, . . . . k 
where nzp Ipi= 1. Note that if d,? E D,+, then by Lemma 4, d;” is an 
integer and 
ni si II’,-’ Pi < dir < II: sin’,p ‘PI 
Sy 10gpj(10g2pj)3 ’ ’ ’ ’ Sq 
We claim that 
2 d:Ej- (0, 1, 2, . . . . pj- l> (modp,), 
I 
where mj 6 log2 pj(log, pj)4. 
Let Q be a residue modulo pj. Choose t* such that logpj( 1 - 2/lag, p,) 
6 s,* < 2 ,/log pj( 1 - 2/lag, p,). Then by Lemma 2, n f’ si <pi. Thus we 
can choose k* so that 
fis;**fi’p,<pj<$jfipj, 
1 u* 1 II* 
where puw is the smallest prime greater than s,.. Then by Lemmas 2, 3, 
log pj( 1 - Z/log, pj) <Pk* < log pj( 1 + Z/log, pi). Thus ~,*/2 6 & < 2~,*. 
Now consider 
where r* is chosen so that 
(l+l/log,p,.-2/&)fisifipi<r* 
1 u* 
‘(2+I/lOg*pk*-2/~)~Sj~pj. 
1 u* 
Then by Lemma 1, r* = C d,, where di are distinct divisors of l-J:* si Hi: pi 
and di 2 ni* si n$ pi/9 kg pka(10g2 pk.)’ (log, pk’)3. Thus 
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f’ k’ 
ansinpisr* 
1 U* 
~fisi~Pi(~~f;iiJccp) 
-i;s$p( 2 y) (modpJ 
I i=l 
where mj is less than or equal to 9 log pk.(log, pk.)* (log, pke)3. 
Since (I-I:‘ sini:pi,pi)= 1, as a runs through all residues modulo pi, 
a ni* si n”,: pi runs through all residues modulo pi. Thus 
{i;sjfipi( 2 q/i) :E,=*or l,ii$pi} 
I II* i= I 
contains all residues modulo pi. Furthermore, 
(~~i~~p;/,~ri~pj.p~)=l 
1 u I Cd* 
Thus we have 
2 d,?cjz { 1,2, . . . . p,} (modp,), 
where mj6910gp,~(log,p,~)” (log,p,*) 3 6 log, pj(lOg, pj)” for pj large. 
Thus given r in the interval 
we have 
rsxd:Ek (mod Pk) 
and 
Let r I = (r - c d; &k )/Pk . Then 
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and 
Repeat the same argument k - u times; we have 
Since log, x + B1 + l/log2 x 6 C, G x l/pdlog,x+B2+1/210g2x by [3] 
and p,, > &/2, x;; l/p is bounded. Also sy > (logzpk)’ and mk d 
log, p,(log, pk)4 imply (log mk/s,) c”d: l/p < l/log, pk. Thus We have 
l+----- 
Therefore 
Note that 
r=p,r,+xd,*&, 
=Pk /‘k-,r2+&8bk 
( 
+~d,*Ek 
=~Pirk+filPi(~d,?%)+ *.. +Pk(~df-,Ek-~)+~d?Ek 
u 
and ny pidye 1 are all distinct for j = u + 1, . . . . k. Note also that 
fi p,d,*> 
II: si Kit Pi 
j+l Pjsq log pj(lOg* PjJ3 
ni siIl~Pi 
’ Pj log PjU”!Z2 Pj)’ 
for j=u,u+l,..., k- 1. Thus to show r = C di, where d, are distinct 
divisors of jJi si nk pi and di >, ni si n: pi/pk log pk(log2 pk)5, it suffices 
to show rk = C d:, where dj are distinct divisors of n: si and d:> 
n: Si/pk logp,(log,p,)5. Recall that our rk satisfies the inequalities 
( 1 1-L Jjsi<rk-cifisi JLl 1 
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Thus by Lemma 6 in [7], we have rk = C d:, where di are distinct divisors 
of ni si and d: > ni si/3s: log s,. Also s,/2 < a. Therefore 
4 > fi J,/~J: log $1’ fi SiIP/c log P,(lOg, P/c I5 
1 I 
for p large. 
Proof of Corollary. Let a = 1 + l/log,p, - 2/A. Then by Theorem 2.2 
we have r = C d:, where d; 2 Nk/pk logp,(log,p,)5. Since by Lemma 2, 
pk <log Nk( 1 + 2/lag, Nk). Thus d; > N/Jog Nk log, N,(log, Nk)‘? 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Denote n; sin’:pi by N, and pk logp,(log,p,)5 by L. 
Consider 
R={r:(N,,r)=l, 
(ljlog,P,-2/~)Nk~r<(1+l/logzPk-2/~)Nk}. 
For each r E R, we write 
’ 
Then we express 1 as 
where 1 RI denotes the cardinality of the set R. Since r E R, Nk + r lies 
between (1 + l/log, pk - 2/h) Nk and (2 + l/log, pk - 2/h) N,. Thus 
we can apply Theorem 2.2 to Nk + r and obtain 
‘+‘+ . . . +I 
Xl(r) X2(r) Xi(r) > 
+N”;‘R’, 
k 
where x ,(rj < x2(,) < . . . < xjtr, are divisors of Nk and xjcr, < L. We note that 
denominators (N, + r) xi(,) are distinct for all r E R. For if (Nk + r) xi,,) = 
tNk + r’ ) xl(r’) with r, r’ E R, then xi(,) and xicr.) being devisors of Nk, we 
have xi(?) 1 r’xicr.) and x+,) 1 rxicrj. Since r and r’ are relatively prime to Nk, 
r and r’ are relatively prime to xicr, for all r E R. Thus we must have xicrj 1 x1(,,) 
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and xicrj ) I xicrJ. This implies xi(,) = x~(~.) which in turn implies r = r’. Thus 
we can write 
1 Nk-IRI *=‘+-1+ . ..+-&+ N ) 
n, n2 k 
where 
and 
Sincep,<log N,(1+2/log, Nk), we have n,,<3N, log Nk log,Nk(log, Nk)6. 
Let 
D(a,Nk)=min xk:a/Nk=~l/xi,x,-cxz< ..-<xk,xieZ , 
1 
where the minimum ranges over all expansion of a/N, as a sum of unit 
fractions. Then as Nk satisfies the condition of Corollary 3 of Theorem 1 
in [5 J, D(Nk-- [RI, Nk) d Nk. Thus the proof of the Theorem will be 
completed if we show I b Nk log NJ5 log, Nk log, Nk since n, < 
3N, log Nk log, N,(log, Nk )? 
We now estimate C ,E ,J(r), total number of terms needed to express 1 R) 
distinct fractions (Nk + r)/Nk as sums of at most j(r) distinct unit fractions. 
Since xicr, < L for all r E R, we can use at most L distinct denominators to 
express ( I? ( distinct fractions (Nk + r)/Nk. But the maximum number of 
distinct subset sums using at most j terms from a set of L elements is less 
than xi=, (f). Thus to express all 1 R 1 distinct fractions (N, -t- r)/N, as 
sums of at most j distinct unit fractions, we must have 
j L 
1 (.),IRl. 
i=l ’ 
Let j, be the smallest integer such that I?=, (4) 2 1 RI. Then 
I RI = ~~=-I’ (f) + E(:), where 0 < c1< 1. Therefore Creaj(r) is at least 
C&’ i(f) + aj, (i). We note that 
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Since ($) 6 (j,k i) for i< u0/2], where [x] denotes the greatest integer of x, 
and the equality holds when L=jo, we have 
‘g i(;)#]‘;g: (‘;). 
Thus 
Now 
Since np s *( 1 - l/p) > e P’/log x( 1 - l/log2x) for x > 1 by [4] and by 
Lemma 2, pk < log Nk( I + 2/lag, Nk ), we have 
lR{B Nk 
2 log, Nk- 
Since j,, is the smallest integer satisfying C;“= , ( f ) > 1 R 1, j, must be smaller 
than (L + 1)/3. Otherwise we have 
gt)q;) 
J(L- l).*.(L-j,+ 1) 
j0! 
~ 
( 
(L-j,+l)e j0 
JO > 
2 (2e) CL + I)/3 
>Nk 
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which contradicts the choice ofj,. Thus we can assume that j,, < (L + 1)/3. 
Note that for i<(L+ 1)/3, we have (:)>2 (,!,). Thus 
Using Stirling’s formula for j,!, we obtain 
Thus 
Since L = Pk log pk(l% pk)5 d log Nk log2 Nk(10g3 Nk)’ and ( RI 2 
Nk/2 log2 Nk, we have 
j,(l + log, N, + log, N, + 6 log, Nk - lOgjo) > log Nk -log, Nk - 2 log 2. 
Now let 
1% Nk 
j,* = (1 + E) log, Nk’ 
where & = 2 log, N/$Og Nk + (7 log, Nk + 2)/10& Nk. Then 
j,*(l + log, Nk + log, N, + 6 log, N, - logj,*) + log, Nk + 2 log 2 
~logN,(~+log,N~+log,N,+6log,N,-log,N,+log(l+~)+log,N,) 
(1 +E)hhNk 
+log,N,+2log2 
7 log, Nk + 1 + log( 1 + E) + (1 + E)(log, Nk + 2 log 2) 
10th N, 1% Nk 
<log Nk. 
Thus 
lOi% Nk 
j”(l+e)log,N,’ 
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where E = 2 log, N,/log N, + (7 log, Nk + 2)/lag, N,. Therefore 
2 N/c lOlit N/c 
’ 2 log, N, 2( 1 + E) log, Nk 1 
2 Nk log Nk 5 lO&llr,lO& Nk’ 
This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
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